We propose to prove in this paper a conjecture of R. M. Robinson which generalizes to domains of connectivity w^3a result which he proved [3] 1 for doubly-connected domains. Let D be a finite domain of the s-plane bounded by n^2 simple, closed, disjoint analytic curves, &, • • • , C n , whose sum we denote by C. Let z 0 be a point of D. We consider the class 0 of functions F(z) in D with at most one simple pole We shall proceed in the opposite direction. We shall use results obtained in the author's thesis [2 ] for bounded functions to extend Robinson's theorem to domains of connectivity n^S.
We propose to prove in this paper a conjecture of R. M. Robinson which generalizes to domains of connectivity w^3a result which he proved [3] 1 for doubly-connected domains. Let D be a finite domain of the s-plane bounded by n^2 simple, closed, disjoint analytic curves, &, • • • , C n , whose sum we denote by C. Let z 0 be a point of D. We consider the class 0 of functions F(z) in D with at most one simple pole Since the function F(z) s 1 is in the class Q, it is clear that cr(f 0 ) ê 1 in £>. The question raised by Robinson is whether or not there exists in D a nonempty set A on which cr(f 0 ) = 1. He has solved the problem for the case of an annulus. If the annulus under consideration consists of the points z with 0<r<|s| <l, and if r<Zo<l, then he has shown [3] that for -1 <fo< -t we have o-(f 0 ) =1, while a*(f 0 )>l in the remainder of D. Hence the set A consists here of the segment -Kfo<-r. From this result Robinson obtains a highly elegant treatment of questions of the Schwarz lemma type for an annulus.
We shall proceed in the opposite direction. We shall use results obtained in the author's thesis [2 ] for bounded functions to extend Robinson's theorem to domains of connectivity n^S.
It follows from the methods in the paper cited that there is a unique extremal function F 0 (z; fo)EO with (4) Fo(fo; To) « <Kfo). 1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. On the other hand, since Î2 is normal and compact, we can pick a subsequence f M * of tm and a function F£ Ö so that But the extremal function FQ(Z; f 0 ) is unique. Hence we arrive at a contradiction, and it follows that F 0 (z; f w ) tends to F 0 (z; f 0 ) as m tends to infinity. We now choose any curve T in D -A, with its end points both lying at Zo, which cannot be deformed to a point in D-A in such a way that its end points remain fixed. In topological language, we choose r to represent an element of the fundamental group of D-A which is not the identity. The assumption that such a curve T exists will lead us to a contradiction.
Since T lies entirely inside D-A, there exists an €>0 such that ö"(fo)èl+€ for fo£r. For clearly <r(Ço)->°° as fo->2o, and cr(f 0 ) is continuous and greater than 1 on every closed arc of T which does not contain z 0 .
Let f(£) be the parametric representation of T, O^J^l. We suppose without loss of generality that f(0^o for 0<2<1, while f(0) = f(l) =3o. Hence is schlicht for \w\ >1 and its distortion fit at infinity is bounded away from zero and infinity, since fit=oiF Q1 F 0 = Fo(z; T(0)-It follows that At depends continuously on t in the sense of uniform convergence of its parametric representation. Therefore p(to) is continuous in the interval (17), and we arrive at a contradiction.
We have proved the following theorem. The technique of contour integration which we use here is precisely the same as that developed in the paper [2] .
We We now return to the consideration of î2==î2(zo). Suppose that zo is a critical point of h(z). Then we can apply the method embodied in the relation (21) to functions FÇ1Q, in order to show that foG-4. If ^â3, it will in general be possible to choose the parameters ^*> ' ' ' 1 Xj_i in such a way that
has a critical point at Zo and has a non-negative normal derivative on 2 Here and in (25) we apply Cauchy's theorem to contour integrals over C of the function F. This is permissible, since F has limits in angle almost everywhere on C. These limits can be used in the contour integrals (21) and (25), as is seen from the Lebesgue convergence theorem. C, for all values of f 0 * in some small neighborhood of fo-Indeed, this is possible if all n -1 of the critical points of (22) where v represents the inner normal to C. Therefore we can conclude that if net3 the set A =A(z 0 ) has, in general, interior points. There will be special cases in which this is not so, because our conditions upon the parameters Ai*, • • • , A*-i in order that h*(z) have a critical point at z 0 and a non-negative normal derivative on C can degenerate. This happens, for example, when D is an annulus r< \z\ <1 with slits along the segment -Kz < -r, and z 0 >0. For this case of symmetry one sees from Robinson's original theorem for circular rings [3 ] that the set A lies on the real axis.
It is clear that further progress in the investigation of the present set of problems can be achieved by finding precise information concerning the relative locations of the singularities and critical points of the harmonic functions (23) with non-negative normal derivative on C.
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